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Chapter 224 

 

“Then have you accepted it? Didn’t Jodie bring you and Aiden happiness? “She is so smart and beautiful, 

and she knows how to make people happy. She will be fine.” Collin did not believe that Jodie would be 

gone just like that. One day, he would find her. 

 

Jason bit his lower lip hard. Even so, his lips were still pale and he also looked pained. “If Jude is still 

alive, I really want to find her. She is my younger sister who I have doted on since I was young. Frank has 

used all his connections, but he can’t find her.” Jason took a deep breath and said, “Dad, I’ll take you to 

the hospital first.” “Alright.” Collin could only nod his head. If he went to chase now, he was afraid that 

the girl had already gone far away He sighed deeply “It’s been so many years. I wonder if Jodie is well. 

We eat and dress well every day. I feel guilty every day when I pick up the bowl. I don’t know where she 

is suffering.” Hearing this, Jodie also sighed deeply. If Jude hadn’t been lost, they wouldn’t have been in 

such pain. Ann did not ease their longing. Looking at Ann, he was even more worried. “Dad, if Jude is 

really alive, she will come back to us one day. It’s useless to worry every day.” Everyone else liked to call 

her Jodie, and he and Aiden liked to call her Judy. Jason nodded and didn’t say anything. He was old, and 

he didn’t know when he would have to wait. Collin was heartbroken. The Chaney family had always 

been wealthy. After they had two sons, Marilyn gave birth to a daughter after a few years. They were so 

happy that they couldn’t even control themselves. As a father, Collin had been partial towards Jodie 

since the day she was born. For him, his daughter was always more considerate than his sons. What was 

the use of his two sons? They were always busy outside all day, not even having time to accompany him 

for a meal. However, his daughter was different. No matter how busy she was, she still thought about 

her parents. Jodie was a living example. No matter how busy she was, she would come back and talk to 

her parents Collin shook his head painfully, telling himself not to think too much. But the girl he saw 

today was too familiar. Jason supported him. Collin’s back looked lonely and fragile. Judith returned to 

the private room and did not take what happened just now seriously She accompanied Lucas to eat 

happily Frank looked at Judith and Lucas and felt an inexplicable sense of reliei. He had agreed with 

Lucas and asked Lucas to give him a chance to chase his mother Unexpectedly, Lucas agreed readily 

Frank felt that Lucas was deeper than what he saw on the surface Lucas was very smart. He didn’t show 

himself all and was simply a little fox that was hidden deep inside Only by being with Jodie, Frank would 

have a home He had waited for so many years and he finally had a home. Gary’s words reminded him 

that Jodie had grown up now, and she had lost her memories She was no longes the previous Jodie 

 

She was outstanding, and every man could chase her. So, even if he revealed his identity, Judy may not 

fall in love with him. 

 



Frank knew it clearly in his heart. And now he could only take it step by step and enter her heart in his 

own way. 


